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Friday Hard News Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• During the radio show, use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]
•

BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is
available.

B

Conference Call: 1-860-970-0300

C

Skype:

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23 #
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• When that screen comes up, click on ARCHIVES; when that screen comes up, check on the date
you want. It opens in a new tab: you'll see the “free to listen box”; click the bars to play; use
the tab to stop and start the tape.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9: 00 – 11:00 pm EST

C

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

Wednesdays:

2017-02-03

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 605-562-3140; PIN 980339 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1-712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need $ 300 /week; this week it is $300. Thanks to all who pay it forward.
Thanks to new donors, too – makes it easier for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on. Every little bit helps!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
•

NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for either of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
AN OPTION ON HOME PAGE: A BUTTON TO SET UP A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION

T & R: • Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: 2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• need $ for bills, gas, sundries - Rent is paid!!!
FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
• Your donation here sets up an account for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms
Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico. This will make available a
weekly supply of fresh produce raised with organic and sustainable methods.
• These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady
supply of produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
• It's in the A-O-T-R store & is designated for the food. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
• Fran will put the link on their page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

MR:

koran999@comcast.net
Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM
87505

• Phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show also.

Introductory Notes:
• Gofundme for Rama's operation/follow up is doing well: https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery
• please keep the donations coming & send them to his paypal a/c with a memo
• $12, 607 is the amount donated to date
To listen to the call: http://bbsradio.com/podcast/hard-news-friday-february-3-2017
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HARD NEWS
T: far from a boring time to be alive!
• Reads a quote from Frederick Douglass, the great abolitionist – James Earl Jones reading
Frederick Douglass on Democracy Now today.
R: sat between the vibe machines at Mr Fenn’s house: talked to the quantum field, the torus, the
VOID
• the machines put out a static electricity sounds like the Tesla coils – like Tesla said, you
can hear a harmony, a frequency, when you listen to the sound and work with it: quieting
the mind and the body is a challenge
• he sat there for 1.5 hours and started to see images in the quantum field: the energy of
the field has all the answers, and is right within us! Ever particle in our bodies is made up
of this energy – in spite of orange man’s proclamation that he is the king
• As Stephanie Miller said: when you denigrate the feminine, have no respect for the goddess;

rape is a war crime – 45 & his disrespect for women: telling women they must dress
like women! Makes no sense . . .
• Jodi Hamilton, daughter of Carol burnett; Susan Sandndon has been on Stephanie Miller, too Matt Taibi are just saying: you cannot work with the kind of energy that dishnours the
feminine; it’s the end of a cycle right there
• this being is the only one who can heal the story for himself – keep sending more love
T: Like the quote from Douglass: there is something way off here! St Germain told the founding
fathers to sign the document even if it was seriously flawed.
A text message from the Poppy Lady:
• Dr Trump wants to play with Iran: Dr Keshe has told us about being able to make US military
operations /equipment useless – no joke. They are stepping into the area of the Avengers
and so on; they have no idea of what they are messing with when they step into
the realm of the Arc of Gabriel and the pre-adomic people who know what the earth
was like before the flood, and aren’t not going to see it again
T: from the very beginning, there has been an effort to move things away from the truth, the
highest good: has been going on for a long, long time
• if you are told something that is not true and are told it over and over again, the brain
accepts it as normal after a while, even it it isn’t, because it cannot accept the unease
R: the stakes this time around are as high as we can go: Ashtar has said no nukes, and he means
it – can’t have an attitude as we are seeing it right now: the intergalactic federation of
worlds runs at an impeccable frequency – the energy of the heart; there is an order to the
frequency when it does not come from the old paradagm of limitation
• Rama had heard on the councils on Saturn and other places that when we get past the
accumulation of goods, or hoarding stuff, or being of the 1/16th% - all will be a moot point
– and they will have to chop wood and carry water or they will cease to exist.
• What he remembers hearing is that as earth ascends, universal economics kicks in as
that is how the universe works
T: looks like Betsy DeVos is still have trouble getting her nomination; 2 female Republican women
are saying no; DeVos and husband profiting from the debt of students
• KellyAnn Conway slapped Steve Bannon across the face today as he was groping her!!! And she
is Trump’s lover!!!
• Kelly Ann Conway made up a terrorist attack [the Bowling Green episode] to justify the
muslim ban
R: heard today that Sean Spicer is close to cracking because of the energies coming down on him
T: Sean Spicer said Mr Flynn was very clear about Iran yesterday! This false claim comes
• Today Mr Trump was saying that Iran does not know how kind Obama was – not me!
• What Iran is doing is not a violation ot the agreement though the White House is
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Spicer was referring to an attack on a yemeni ship
Big Will: Trump went to Florida without his wife – what’s up?
T: the wife will not be joining him – he has been seriously abusive to her; did not spend time with
his kids – there are larger issues here, on a serious scale
Audio: This is about going after Hillary – a necessary thing to get there
Watching the Hawks – Sean Stone interviews Robert David Seal – Jan 23rd program
Can Trump Overcome w/Robert David Steele
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lhgtg-4EU8U
Published on 23 Jan 2017
Former CIA case officer Robert David Steele enters the Hawks Nest to discuss Donald’s
Trump’s relationship with the Intelligence Community after all the Russian Hacking allegations
with Sean Stone.

CONFERENCE CALL
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/playback_rudd/?n=a4Ejy/uBYtM
Birdman: has had the room light up so he knows that his mother is present. As for his brother,
send him love and let things unfold as they will. Yes, he does get feedback
T: refers to the piece she played just before this call – that Trump is playing a role and showing
what
Gerry: speaking to the one of wally wonka – Sean Stone in a movie; Wally Wonka put huge
amounts of money in the project; Vince Foster - a lot of exposure against Hillary, the
Clintons and the Bushes – this movie just being planned. He was talking to Mr Gibby who
was a partner with Lee Wonka – he produces docs on native americans – told Gerry that he
is raising money to make the doc so they can make the movie, and son of Oliver Stone is
in it –
T: Sean Stone is a Faction 3 White Knight! We have to remember to stay neutral and send
love to all the players – without all of them, the story would not be completed.
COR: Sean Stone is a FC white Knight? He’s so well informed in the interviews on Gaia.com
T: YES!!!
Sean Stone does a lot of interviews on Gaia.com – does not talk about his work with Wilcock and
ET Corey when he is on RT. Mr Putin has an agenda about how he thinks the disclosure will
be done – Matt Taibi, Lee Camp
COR: his show is called BuzzSaw on Gaia.com
T: Omena took the cake last night: we need a lobotemy in DC!!!
• If she could get Trump to pay attention, she could erase the programming in his brain –
that would be interesting!!!!
• has the image of Trump the next morning: groggy; there was this lady in a red dress . . .
R: when he has seen Mother in her red dress, he’s seen her teeth dripping with blood . . . .
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T: the Clinton Foundation is shrinking down to nothing; the donors are just disappearing . . .
COR: a judge put a ban – and airlines are going to let people aboard anyway
T: has heard different states had gotten a list – people couldn’t board as Trump had cancelled
their visas – which is very mean!!!
• There is an article about a similar thing: they raided Standing Rock – and T saw some footage
where people’s things were burnt – today, don’t even dare to back down because they will
try and make people into mice!
• At the beginning of Amy Goodman – a clip of James Earl Jones reading Frederick Douglass remember that Hillary caused Waco texas in order to get rid of the evidence
T: a long time ago, a video
Ro: Trump has ordered thousands and thousands of records about animals to be taken off line
T: KOS has every record that Trump thinks he can hide: but what he is doing with that order is
thinking he can keep the killing machine alive!
BBS RADIO
MOTHER SEKMET / ALCYONE

[M/A]

Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One. In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of
the Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame!
Greetings!
• a wild time to be in a body, experiencing this primal force moving into everybody’s
consciousness; that’s what holds the particles together in [and] of themselves; this cosmic
force playing with the energies of All That Is, in this creative NOW.
• Love is the answer as we just heard: surrender to Primal Force, Divine Source, All That Is
inside of us in the heart space; this is how we get through this keyhole the size of a
Black Hole.
• Because it is just a cosmic joke on another level as we are dreaming this dream awake,
as we are all experiencing it, as well, in this dream – it is not a dream, yet dream-like
qualities of the dis-connect have to play in context: religion – religiousity – these concepts
of Source, All That Is - perfect in unison with all that is moving in this quantum field at the
moment.
• So many good energies pouring in at this time, as the transfiguration of the ages is coming

about. It is the most auspicious time to be in a body, having this experience. The trick is
not to get caught in the maya. It [maya/illusion] is thick in the context of the matrix –
how it has been fine-tuned. The best advice she can give in this moment about the
astrology: stay in that heart place; experience that high ecstatic joy of just giving thanks
to being alive, and we are so grateful for each moment to be here, experiencing this –
including the lows that go with the highs: as Ms Obama said: We’re gonna take this high all
the way up!
• Everything that has gone on in the last 8 days, as it were, is about the shifting, changing of

timelines. As the old gets erased from existence, all that goes with it like this orange
man and this reversal of - we see you [Mother is distracted by the kitty!]
T: Robert Thurman will be at the Sister Giant thing – he brings in the Dalai Llama energy – asks
about the Dalai llama – he’s been kept pretty quiet and muffled lately!
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M: He is doing well in this moment: getting up in the experiences of this cycle and there are parts
of his consciousness that would like to take a rest. It is not in the sense of what we call
death ‘cos there is no death!
T: He could reverse this too – kind of old school to think that is a way to go . . .
M: Yes he can; it is his choice. As we are watching a transformation, transfiguration before our
eyes . . .
T: He does have to know more than he is saying.
M/A: He does, and he cannot say as he has taken a vow of . . .
T: as he also knows more, then he also knows he has a bigger choice than the way it has looked
for most of the time
M/A: his way is the way of selfless . . .
T: maybe like Sai Baba and Master Dang who said I pass the talking stick and the students get to
do this now
M/A: it is in accordance with how things are progressing as the quantum field moves into
resonance with everything, everybody
T: he might like to dance on Proscion – who knows!
M/A: or get a suntan on Risa – that’s up to him! It is the reality of such in this experience we
are all going through: it is the transfiguration of the sun, Sol. As Sol goes through her/his
lifting oneself up to the higher realms, every single particle gets affected, and it is if a
billion orgasms happen all at once. It is not a bad thing – it is the uplifitment of divine
ecstasy and love in this solar system!
• She is talking about The Event, not the one Cobra talks about, yet what he refers to is
the same issue She is referring to: as the sun goes through transfiguration, they are
only taking one slice of the story – how many dongs can I count in my pile?
• It’s not about money; it’s about this - heart magic that is the Creative Force – can’t eat
money, honey!
T: Jean Halifax says, in the introduction, “Through the psychic archeology of scholars like Robert
Masters, the ancient manifestations of pure energy states are being re-awakened in
humanity so that we can enter the mystery of the untamed. The Goddess Sekmet is an
energy key that opens the way to this mystery to the opening of an undivided nature.”
M/A: There is only one story here, and we are watching ourselves ascend and taking all of our
friends with us
T: We are Donald Trump, we are Hillary Clinton, we are Steve Bannon; Donald Rumsfeld; I am
Trayvon Martin, Troy Davis, Dr King – each one
• Each one : I Am That I AM in this creative quantum field of everlasting, ever expanding
field of joy and love; it is the cosmic dance we do with ourselves, as the field is talking to
us 24/7; it’s saying Listen, listen, listen, to my heart’s song; I will never forsake you,
I will never forget you
• this energy that is happening at this moment: so moving; big. It is like the words describe Sister Giant – here; she’s black, she’s moving this forward – her name is
Michelle
Obama, had to take a little rest – and the rest is moving right along; can’t give any more
details
• Malia went to NY, took part in the march; went to Standing Rock in the last weeks!
• It is this joy bubbling up in spite of the fact we are in this moment, in the most intense of

moments, as the course of this conversation with oneself is . . .
• It’s the story of Kali Ma: in one hand we have birth; in the other, death, and in the
transpiring of the story in this moment, we have a lunatic in every sense of the word. And
the seriousness of the hour: Asthar and the Command, as She has said, the 4 Muskateers
are here – no nukes. Yet Iran is nothing to joke about , nor is Mr Putin, nor is the US of A –
yet nobody is going to launch any nukes – only issue is – wants to use a seldom used
word that Bill Maher uses quite well – they are screwing with our heads in a most
unappreciative way and it is all pretty racy
T: and they are screwing with our lives at this point, Mother!
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M: Yes. Freedom if we can conceive of it, keeping it, always has been free: the free electrons,
protons, everything that moves has its being within this quantum field. It is about
freedom; cannot get up and put a cramp on it, or imaginary handcuffs; it is this field that is
encompassing life. It is going to swallow this story whole and it would be most
auspicious for all of us to send more love to all situations.
• As we have heard from various astrologers, it is very hairy and, like in the past cycles of
astrology, when these aspects have been moved into our face – discord, chaos, Black Moon
Lilith, the story Aries stepping in here, the rising frequencies as the sun takes its place
rising to the noon day position called summer solstice, but before that, spring equinox,
resurrection.
• She is saying in this moment now, of this time, as Sun has left Capricorn, moved into
Aquarius, moving into Pisces - the energies in this moment are about the return of the
Nemisis system, of which Nibiru is a part, as their solar system called Nemisis interacts
with the solar system of the Sol sun system. There will be some sparks to fly and it is not
about extinction level events.
• Yet Nibiru is affecting earth along with Nemisis, the black sun, that dwarf star - the
magnetic higher frequencies pulling at Sol, raising him/her up. It is about this ascension
coil: we are moving up and cannot be undone
• It is about the Age of Aquarius and this time of how we do this Golden Age, Sat Yuga - it
is not a pipe dream, it is absolutely real. As we watch the unfoldment, unravelling, how
it gets done in grace and beauty, there is chaos - it is about divine chaos – gotta have
some chaos that throws the tonal on its back and the naqual can come in, shake up the
tonal and we go for a ride; we can ride on her back! In the legends of Mother Russia, they
ride on a giant dog across the tundra; sometimes it is a giant bear like the Ice Bears.
• These stories are not just fantasy; it is about the return of all of us who began this story:
with fairy dust, gold dust, manna, melanated skin - gotta have it black, honey! the only
way we gettin’ it done!
• That’s what the goddess has said. She said it in her speech: goodbye for a moment; we’ll
be back to take care of the rest
• and this return of this rising tide now is about all the legends and stories of the rainbow
nations return with the rainbow bridge from Asgard – this is completing itself now as
goddess is rising with her power. Sometimes goddess has to take on the warrior
goddess role like Zena and use the axe, use the sword, the chakra, as she throws the
energy with it and it removes that darkness
• this age of the ancient babylonian money magic machines: we wanna know about the demon

here, go look up “Dayhawk, an ancient babylonian sumarian gods” - not very pretty; had
to be remove Dayhawk from existence: bringing in the energies of Apothis and the others
that still to this moment rearranging molecules in the void as they become new universes.
• Just a day in the life of a galaxy: as stars come, stars go; black holes expand, black
holes contract; comets go by; asteroids move into gravitational field; as the energies lift
up, She are grateful for being here with all of us since we are a reflection of Self: I Am That
I Am
• it is so awesome, magical to be here and to see it and we get our power back with love – it is
not power over love, but love with power – a thundering velvet hand. It is the way he said:
when I was hungry, you fed me; when I was in jail, you came and visited me. Lord, make
me an instrument of thy peace; where there is such hatred, let me sow love
T: Mother, are you going to help us a little bit? How is this going to work put?
M: federal judge orders a nation wide hold on travel ban . . . basically saying f*** you!
T: It’s temporary. We have a few other things like Michael Flynn putting Iran on notice for a fake
story that Mr Press Secretary says they went after one of our ships, when it was a Houti
going after a Saudi ship – what is going on here?
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M: these are lifeforms that are like Nas?? former beings that were once humans and turned to
the dark side and now demons from hell
T: that supreme court justice thing is serious stuff – because that appointment goes for life. A
problem here . . .
M: keep the people of colour back behind, under the yoke of slavery; if they get out of line, whip
them into shape.
• and this is why she comes at the beginning and the end of each cycle to balance the story
out. Goddess got screwed this time around; she is back and she means business.
• the colonies of this one may be just his dinner: it is that simple: you don’t play with the goddess
and defile her: she will rise up and remove that which is [coming forth/ made] out of evil –
it is that simple: can’t put it any other way
T: they also made the timeline go shorter to nuclear holocaust
M/A: cosmic clock 2 minutes to midnight; she took her claw off the second hand!
• they are already in our atmosphere, as She keeps on saying: set an extra plate at the
table for Elijah and his friends so that we can have a true passover: passing over this
angel of death once and for all, called Hitler and his old timeline
• we are in a new age whether you get it it or not !
T: the New Yorker and Vanity Fair have pulled out of the White House Correspondents dinner
M/A: Samantha Bee who used to be with Jon Stewart is going to do her own show; She
recommends that we watch her –
M/A: he does not have anything to say – except that: the proverbial middle finger: it’s over;
She has no time for life forms that don’t comply when they cross the line – she comes with
a double bladed axe and send the energy back to the void
T: have been some questions about Samantha Bee
M: of course, she has to walk that fine line as a media person having to lie
T: it’s a bit deeper and darker than that: has heard some things
M/A: Of course, everybody plays with the energies and Bill Maher goes way low, honey!
T: talking about something being wrong principle-wise with her; does not remember what she saw
M/A: cannot comment except to say – everyone speaking in this moment: send more love as we
remove this darkness from this sector of the galaxy!
T: Learned quite a bit from the Sean Stone interview with Robert David Steele and the good
ones in the intelligence agenices – worked with Ray McGovern; the other two in the NSA
who got time
• the point is being made that Bannon should be indicted for treason, with Hillary – he has
been doing the drone strikes along with Hillary
• Jeremy Scahill can only play like it is Obama, but he knows it is not Obama.
• We have a pile of 4th Reich-ers here that cannot stand!
M/A: Send more love. Greetings in the light of the most radiant one: we are in the most
auspicious times here and it is so awesome to be here
T: the best time ever to be alive!
M/A: watch the magic unfold here, the serendipity: love will find a way – it always does
• Kadoish, Kadoish Kadoish Adonai Sabaoth . . . .
R: he has been to some dome: Dome Rock – it’s a mountain, there is a dome at the top of it.
• There were all the rainbows coming into the mountai, just pouring rainbows in. He was
watching the mountain tranform, going in on itself and changing, transfiguring, becoming
like glass almost
T: reminds her of the time they went with Rainbird to a North Carolina hill R: different coloured rays of eneryg
T: from the I Am Teachings
R: It was like being in a space ship - the rainbow rays pouring in
T: time for such a transformation now; the illusion of the other thing . . .
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Audio: HBO Real Time Guests: Friday Feb. 3, 2017

The Interview:
Sam Harris is a neuroscientist, author, and host of the “Waking Up With Sam Harris” podcast. In 2015, he released
Islam and the Future of Tolerance, a dialogue between Harris and Islamic reformer Maajid Nawaz.

Twitter: @samharrisorg
The Panel:
Jason Kander

is a former Army Intelligence Officer and served as Missouri’s Secretary of State from 2013 to 2017.

Last year, Kander mounted a formidable but ultimately unsuccessful campaign to unseat Missouri’s incumbent GOP senator,
Roy Blunt. In a recent op-ed for the Kansas City Star, Kander writes that Trump and the GOP are running “a long-term
misinformation campaign to try to disenfranchise voters.”

Tomi Lahren

is the host of The Blaze’s “Tomi.” Her “Final Thoughts” video essays are also published to her Facebook

Twitter: @TomiLahren

Page.

Rick Wilson

Twitter: @JasonKander

is a Republican strategist and an outspoken critic of Donald Trump. He is a contributor to The Daily Beast,

where his latest article is, “House Republicans Catch a Bad Case of Victory Disease.”

Twitter: @TheRickWilson

Mid-Show Interview:
Michael Eric Dyson is a Professor at Georgetown University, and the author of Tears We Cannot Stop: A Sermon to
White America. Dyson regularly writes about race and politics in America as a columnist for The New York Times.

Twitter: @MichaelEDyson
Audio:

[KR1027] Keiser Report: Post-Obama Era

2017-02-03

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTUledVgFA8
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max and Stacy discuss financialization of rents
getting taxpayer guarantees. In the second half, Max continues his interview with the
former head of the North Carolina Democratic Party, Randy Voller. They discuss the
post-Trump world and how the Democrats could fight his agenda.
Audio: completion of

Watching the Hawks – Sean Stone interviews Robert David Steele
Can Trump Overcome w/Robert David Steele
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lhgtg-4EU8U
Published on 23 Jan 2017
Former CIA case officer Robert David Steele enters the Hawks Nest to discuss Donald’s
Trump’s relationship with the Intelligence Community after all the Russian Hacking allegations
with Sean Stone.

Audio: Democracy Now: headlines
https://www.democracynow.org/headlines
including a song by Paul Robeson, a gorgeous bass!!!
2016-02-03 Story
Does Donald Trump Think Frederick Douglass is Alive? Douglass's
Great-Great-Great Grandson Sets Him Straight
https://www.democracynow.org/2017/2/3/does_donald_trump_think_fr
ederick_douglass

Audio: Thom Hartmann reading from the Last Great Days of Ancient sunlight, p 174.
Audio: Thom Hartmann: reading from Screwed – chapter called The Feudal State
Audio: Thom Hartmann’s book club ADHD
Attention Deficit Disorder: A Different Perception
Chapter called The Edison Trait: Hunters Who Have Changed The World
Audio: Stephen Colbert – The Avett Brothers, performing George Harrison’s song: Give Me
Love, give me peace on earth

Reading: When God was a Woman: Chapter The Sacred Sexual Customs pp 157 -159.

Closing: Rainbird

Music:

Rumi's Sun: Shams Tabrizi

Published on 14 Jun 2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kY5qU0Dfpao
"Shams Tabrizi" the 13th century Persian Sufi had to wait until his future student, "Rumi"
was ready to receive from him the promised gift. Rumi has repeatedly said that it
was not him but "Shams" talking through him.
Rumi ends most of his poems with the name of "Shams of Tabriz".
• Another beautiful piece!

Reading: from the Unicorn book – Hildegaard of Bingen writes of using unicorn liver and pelts
to cure the plague!
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